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THE ECONOMICS OF INERTIALLY CONFINED FUSION POWER 
w. B. Herrmannsfeldt 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
s t a n ford U n i v er s it y 

Stanford, California 9430~ 

February 15, 1979 

ABSTRACT 

The affordability of fusion-generated electrical energy has 
been seriously questioned recently. This paper examines the 
economics of Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) power sys
tems, using conv~ntional methods of cJst analysis for elec
trical utility systems. It shows the sen~itivity of cost to 
various physical param~ters, notably pellet gain, driver en
ergy and driver efficiency. 1t is found that within certain 
para•eter ranges, economically attractive pure fusion power. 
plants could be developed, from which the cost of electric
ity only weakly depends on the results of th~ most fundamen
tal question in inertial fusion, namely the gain of the pel
let as a function of driver energy. The direction that the 
research effort in this field should take may be deduced 
from this analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper will attempt to answer the following question; 
"if there exists a reasonable technical basis for proceeding 
with the R t D towards the development of an Inertial Con
finement Fusion (ICF) power system, is there any possibiliti 
that el~ctricity made with such a system would be afforda
ble?" The significance of this question can best be appre
ciated if one asks what the proper prograa strategy should 
be if the answer is clearly and emphatically negative. 
Then, probably, one should choose among the following op
tions; 

1. Abandon all pretext of an energy program and con
centrate only on the military aspects. 

2. Revert to a purely research mode in driver and 
pellet developmPnt, and downgrade reactor and sys
tems R & D, until further developments give a more 
positive answer to the question. · 

If the answer is "yes," even marginally, then o~e .would be 
encouraged to pursue the R & D to test the concepts. Note 
that even a marginally economic f~~ion system could still be 
successful if adapted as a fission-fusion hybrid or as a 
fission fuel breeder. 

The question of whether such a technical basis exists has 
been the subject of many reports, reviews, workshop proceed
ings, etc., and will not be addressed in this paper. To an
swer the qu~stion of affordability, an economic analysis of 
ICF power production will be presented using conventional 
techniques of cost prediction for power plants. Co•parisons 
with the methods and results found in the literature for 
qther fuels will also be presented. 

2. CAPITAL CHABGE RATES 

Because the cost of fu€1 used for generating electrical en
ergy by fusion is very low (about 0.006aills/kih for lithium 
and deuterium (Holdren [1978])), nearly all the cost of 
electricity results fro• capital charges and fro• plant op
eration. Operation is likely to be of the order of 10~ of 
the power cost and can thus be readily added as a "tax" on 
the capital charges. The capital charges can be found from 

( 1 ) 

where Ct is the capital cost ot the entire facility, 
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B is "the annual fixed charge rate, 
Cf 1s the capacity factor, and 
Pn i~ the rated net power of the plant. 

I 

Most comparisons of power costs similar to that being at
tempted here use about 151 for the annual fixed charge rate. 
One finds studies from 131 (Ford [ 1976]) up to 201 (Rossin 
(1978]). Since the purpose of this paper is aore for coa
parison than for an absolute estimate, a level of 151 will 
be assamed for the fixed charge rate. The reader aust scale 
appropriately in any comparison of estimates using different · 
rates. 

One also finds other authors using capacity factors anywhere 
in the range from 60% to 701. The argument for the lover 
value is based on recent experience with large, nev nuclear 
plants. 'I'he argument for the higher value, besides a desire 
to appear more competitive, is that after the technology aa
tures, the more capital intensive plant, with lover fuel 
cost, vill be operated for base load as auch as possible. 
Since the purpose of this study is to compare ICF technology 
to other mature technologies, after the ICF approach has 
also matured beyond the initial models, it seems appropriate 
to use the compromise value of 651 for the capacity factor. 
Again, the reader may have to aake adjustments when compar
ing results from different studies. 

A si• ple energy flow model is shown in Pig. 1. 
power of the plant is given by 

Pn = ( 1 - f} P (2) 

where P is the total electrical power generated and 
fp is the recirculating power to the driver. 
The total power is given by 

P = fPr]g E 

where 17 is the driver efficiency, 
g is the pellet gain, and 

(3) 

The net 

E is the thermal conversion efficiency of the turbine plant. 
By limitinq E to a conservative 33J, allowance. is made for 
an unknown fraction of recirculating pover for pumps, etc., 
in the reactor syste11. This relatively low efficiency is 
typical of nuclear systeas vh~ch run at lover temperatures 
than do fossil fuel plants. Tbe reason for this is a matter 
of materials technology that might be totally irrelevant to 
an ICF plant. However, because this is wore a question of 
technology than of economics, the more conservative value of 
331 will be used here. Combining Eqs. 2 and 3 yields 

Pn = (r]gf- 1)fP (4) 
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whi=h, since fp is the power into the driver, can be 
rewritten as 

Pn = (71g E - 1) nE/71 (5) 

where n is the pulse repetition rate, and 
E is the eulse energy from the driver in megajoules. 
Finally, by substituting from Eq. 5 into Eq. 1, and insert
ing the sug~ested values for the parameters, one finds 

Ce/Ct = 2671/( (71g/3 - 1) nE) ( S/k Wh-SB) (6) 

In Eq 6, the capital cost has been divided through to get an 
expression depending only on the physical parameters. 

The relationship between gain and driver energy can be found 
for some selectEd pellets designed by the group at LLL (Ban
gerter (1979]). The expression 

j 

9 = 200(EO•• - 0.5) (1) 

fits data points at 1 and 4MJ, and is probably reasonably 
applicable up to about 10MJ for a fa•ily of single shell 
targets. A warning provided with ~hese results is that it 
may be necessary to reduce the expected gain by about a fac• 
tor of tvo in a real environment. Higher gains are possi
ble, but would probably require more co•plicated doable 
shell pellets. Plots of the curve of Eq. 7, and curves a 
factor of two higher and lover, are shown in Fig. 2. 

Since the capital charge for electric power is found to be 
inversely proportional to the repetition rate, it is inter
esting to explore the practical upper limits on n. To ob
tain about 4000MWth, which is approximately the thermal 
power needed for a 1 G'We plant, one would need between 1pps 
(at 10MJ per pulse) and 40pps (at 1 rtJ per pulse) to stay 
within the range of validity of Eq. 7. The 1MJ driver, 
would appear to be the easier driver to build, but it re
quir~s an 'average output power of 40MW compared to the aver
age of about 10MW for the 1pps driver. Repetition rate does 
not neces3arily have a large impact on the cost of the 
driver. Although at so~e level there are certainly cost 
penalties for very high average beam power, {additional 
cooling capacity, etc.) repetition rate is mostly a q ues
tion of employing appropriate technology. For the reactor 
system, one expects that most of the effects of high repeti
tion rate would be beneficial since the peak blast intensi
ties are reduced. This permits the con~truction of smaller 
rea=tor ch~mbers and requires less drastic means for pro
tecting the chamber valls. Other implications of high repe
tition rate impact the pellet system. The allowable upper 
limit for the cost of each pellet is reduced, but in the ab
sence of a~y estimate of pellet costs, there is no vay to 
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let 

·~~assess the significance of this li•itation. It is probable 
that pellet cost is doainated by th~ capital cost of the 
pellet factory. The difference·betveen a 1pps systea (2•107 
pellets per year) and a 40pps syste• (10• saaller pellets 
per year) would not perait grossly different technologies to 
be used. The pellet factory would have to be fully auto
•atll!d in either case. If one reactor is used, at a reasona
ble insertion velocity of about 100•/s, the pellets vould be 
only 2.5m apart at 40pps. This implies a liait on reactor 
vessel size, but because the . blast is proportionately less 
intense, it may not be incoapatible with other constraints. 
Fortunately, the required repetition rate drops off rapidly 
with higher energy, as shown in Pig. 3, so that the need for 
very high repetition rate to achieve 4000ftJ is liaited to 
only the low energy-low gain cases. 

In Fig. 4, the capital charge ratios fro• Eq. 6 are plotted 
using the gain curve from Eq. 7. Curves are shown for 
driver efficiencies of 3~, 61, 12! and 251, covering the ef
ficiency range for drivers vhich have been suggested for ICP 
power systems. Similar curves in Pig. 5 are plotted for the 
high and low pellet gain functions for drivers •i~h effi- · 
ciencies of 25% and 61. 

~he plots in Figs. 4 and 5 show an asymptotic liait ot 
19.5mills/(kih-$B). Some~hat surprisingly, this limit is 
closely approached for all driver energi~s at moderate effi
ciency. It is also approached for lover efficiency drivers 
at higher pulse energies. Only lover energy-low efficiency 

'drivers have capital charge ratios that are significantly 
higher because they are operating just above practical 
breakeven. A driver with efficiency greater than 251 aay, 
if developed, cost less because it needs less utility serv
ices, but the capital charge ratio would not be signifi
cantly lover because of the approaching asyaptotic li•it. 

3. CAPITAL COSTS OP ICP FACILITIES 

3.1 !!Q!R~£! COSTS 

The total cost of an ICP facility can be ezpressed as 

Ct = Cd + Cr + Cp (8) 

where Cd is the cost.of the driver, 
Cr is the cost of the reactor, .including the turbine plant, 
cooling system, etc., and 
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Cp is the cost of the pellet factory including the tritiua 
related equipaent. 

For any construction project, the direct costs of construc
tion aust be aultiplied by a factor to account for various 
indirect costs. The basis for computing this factor for a 
power plant is very different from · the way it is calculated 
for a research facility to be built with governaent funding. 
The four elements of the indirect factor are; 

1. Engineering, Design, Inspection and Adainistration 
(EDIA) , 

2. Contingency, 

3. Escalation (Inflation), and 

~. Interest on the funds spent during construction. 

For power plant construction, the equivalent of BOlA, in
cluding special construction tooling, is typically 241 of 
the direct construction cost (Lee [ 1976]). For power plant 
estimates, a contingency factor of 121 is coaaon (Lee 
(1976]). 

Escalation has to be anticipated by the designers of a re
search facility when seeking funding fro• the governaent. 
However, in comparing power plant costs and the resulting 
rates, it is more useful to compute the bus-bar cost of 
power in current year dollars. Inflation can then be put in 
at an appr~priate rate to compare power costs calculated for 
any two different tiaes. Thus escalation will be omitted at 
this stage of this study in order to be consistent vith the 
methods used in other reports, e. g., ·by Rossin and Rieck 
(Rossin (1978]). 

Interest on funds spent during construction, i.e., before 
operation commences, must be added to the construction cost 
of a power plant. The construction tiae, the interest rate, 
and the spending curve are all needed to calculate this fac
tor. One can reasonably hope that the construction times. 
vould be less than the decade or more that has been the re
cent experience of nuclear plants. Lee (1976] uses 521 of 
construction cost (direct plus EDtl and contingency), for 
interest chdrges, equivalent to alaost: five years at 91. 
This implies a ten year construction project, with a linear 
spending curve, or its equivalent. 

In summary, the indirect multiplier can be found froa; 

1. EDIA; 24% of direct construction cost, 

2. Contingency~ 12% of direct construction cost, 
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·• 
~· 3. Escalation; omitted for nov; 

4. Interest; about 521 of construction costs includ
ing EDIA and contingency, 

The resulting indirect factor is 1071 vhich vill be rounded 
to 100~ for this study. 

Heavy Ion Fusion (HIF) , is inertial confineaent fusion using 
heavy ion accelerators instead of lasers. Fairly detailed 
computer optimized estimates have been aade for the cost of 
an induction linac driver by Hoyer [ 1979] and the group at 
LBL. The latest estimate for a 1KJ heavy ion induction li
nac is $350M. Other estimates by groups at lNL and BHL for 
rf linac systems with storage ring current multipliers are 
very similar; any differences may be less than the uncer~ 
tainties. The cost of the driver can be expressed as 

Cd($B) = '(0.35EO•" + f(rep rate) )•(2.0) (HIF) (9) 

where the factor of 2.0 accounts for the indirect costs. 
The 0. 4 power dependence on energy has been found to be a 
good approximation in several estimates between 1 and 10!J 
by all three laboratories. The expression is in PY1979 dol
lars. The added "rep rate" function is required only for 
driver systems operating at repetition rates higher than are 
generally assumed. For 0.1 to 10pps, it has been assumed 
that there vould be.no cost increment. For the following 
calculations, at 20pps a penalty of 10~ vill be added and at 
40pps the penalty vill · be 20J of the total driver cost. 
Generally a small fraction of the cost of a facility even 
depends on average power. Recent construction experience 
has found the direct costs proportional to average beam 
power to be only about $300/kW. This cost would amount to 
about 11 of the cost of ·the 1KJ, 10KW heavy ion. Thus, 
these penalty allowances would appear to be conservative, 
but in any casP, are not very significant to the re~ulting 
·cost of power. The nominal expected efficiency of any ·of 
the heavy ion accelera torsJ is around 251. 

3.3 "~QQQLAI" DRIVERS · 

Other driver candidates include various types of lasers and 
accelerators for either electrons or light ions. Generally 
these devices have in common the trait that higher pulse en-
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ergy, beyond some threshold which is usually vell below on 
megajoule, is obtained by replicating the basic •odule 
rather than just by making the whole device larger. These 
machines will be called "modular" drivers in this discus
sion. 

There are no preliminary designs, with cost estimates, for 
high repetition rate modular drivers available in the liter
ature. Since many of the components, such as pulsers, cool
ing systems, etc., will be similar in capacity, it •ay be 
that any modular driver would have a similar cost to that of 
a low energy heavy ion accelerator. With the benefit of B & 
D in this new area, the cost might be reduced to, for exa•
ple, half that of a 1~J heavy ion accelerator. This is rea
sonable to expect because the low velocity part of any of 
the heavy ion accelerators that have been proposed appears 
to be relatively expensive. The energy scaling exponent is 
almost certainly different for energies above that of the 
basic module. The scaling rule that has been suggested for 
large carbon dioxide lasers~ the.o.a power (Frank (1978]). 
Ignoring the "rep rate" function, because there is no tech
nical basis for any part of this estimate anyway, and assum
ing the same cost at 1~J as the heavy ion accelerator, the 
cost of the modular driver is · 

Cd($8) = (0.35E0e8)•(2.0) 

3.4 

r 
(modular) ( 1 0) 

There are no appropriate published cost estimates for ICP 
power plants. Conceptual design work at Livermore (ftanis
calco (1978]), Los Alamos (Booth (1978]), and earlier stud
ies which were reviewed by EPRI [ 1976], have concentrated on 
exploring possible technical solutions to the co•bination of 
requirements facing the reactor designer. For the purpose 
of this paper, it will be initially assumed that the cost of 
the ICF reactor system is the same as that of a comparable 
light water reactor (LWR), including all cooling, turbines, 
controls, containment vessels, etc., but not including the 
driver, tritium handling equipment and pellet factory. The 
heart of the LWR, the Nuclear Steam Supply System (HSSS), 
generally accounts for not more than 20~ of any total cost 
estimate. Thus, since it is assumed that all the rest of 
the facility is essentially the same, the uncertainty in the 
cost estimate is concentrated in a small fraction of the to
tal. 

There are many published estimates for the cost of a LWR 
plant. One of the more recent ones, made on approximately 
the same basis as the driver estimate above, is by Rossin 
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and Rieck (Rossin [ 1978 ]) for dual 1200PUie .plants at 
S692/kWe in FY 1977 funds. Escalated for . tvo years. at 101, 
this comes to $1 billion per plant. Other publishe·d esti
mates are within a, few percent of this, probably .depending 
on regional variations~ 

The objective of this study has been to define the cost of a 
nominal 1GWe plant. The power industry seeas to be stand
ardizing on a nominal 1300"We for the NSSS (Ford [1976]). 
The turbine systems are presuaably optiaized to aatch this 
level~ Working backwards, assuaing a thermal conversion ef
ficiency of 33~, the thermal requirement is 3.9GVtk, hence 
the nominal 4GWth that vas initially chosen as the theraal 
power requirement for this study. Differences between the 
nominal 1GWe and the possible 1.3GWe are in the fraction of 
recirculating power to the driver system. By using the ap
proach of Eq. 6, the cost of power delivered accounts for 
the recirculatin~ power, i.e., what is not recirculated is 
available for distribution. Thus, the tera cr is compatible · 
with the total estimate for a 1200"We plant, escalated to 
1979 dollars, and Cr = 1($B). 

The term Cp represents systeas for which there is no design 
on which to base a cost estimate. It could be argued that 
pellet cost is like a fuel charge and that the facilities 
should not be included in the capital cost for the plant. 
However, since there are no such facilities, and since th~ 
tritium handling equipment aust be installed on every reac
tor, even those not designed to breed tritium, at least part 
of the total is a ·legitimate capital cost. If dual ICF re
actors are built. on a site, the pellet factory costs could 
be split between them, but no such detailed accounting is 
appropriate at this time. The Livermore group has suggested 
$100ft apiece for the cost of the pellet factory and for the 
tritium handling system. Intuitively, one feels that if the 
pellets can be mass produced at all, these numbers •ust be 
about right. However, even if they are low by a factor of 
two, the cost of electricity would be only affected by about 
10%, which is less than the error due to the uncertainties 
in any of the other estimates. Thus, it will be initially 
assumed that Cp = 0.2(SB). · 
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3.6 IQiil .!~! PLAl!I ~Q~I 

The total cost of the ICP power plant, found by mating the 
indica~ed substitutions in Eq. 8, is 

Ct($8) = (O.JSEO•• + f(rep rate))2.0 +1.2 (HIF)(11) 

for the heavy ion system. 
is 

For the aodular driver system it 

Ct($8) = (O.JSEOea )2.0 +1.2 ( 12) 

The expressions in Eqs. 11 and 12 are plotted in Fig. 6. 
Also shown on Fig. 6 is a "half-price" curve of Eq. 12 with 
the driver cost divided by a factor of tvo. 

4. THE COST OF ICF GENERATED POWER 

By •ultiplying the costs in Fig. 6 by the appropriate rates 
from Eq. 6, the family of electricity costs shown in Pigs. 1 
through 11 are obtained. An operating "tax" of 101 has been 
included. This "tax" would generate about $30ft/year for a 
plant selling electricity at SOmills/kWh and operating at a 
capacity factor of 65%. 

The most striking feature of the results in Pig. 1 is that 
electricity costs for 25~ efficient drivers are essentially 
independent of driver energy over a very vide range; from 1 
to beyond 4MJ. The rates are also very weakly dependent on 
pellet gain over the same region as shown by the area be
tween the high- and low-gain curves in Fig. 7. only by sig
nificantly changing the plant costs can the indicated rates 
be very much _changed. For example, a reduction of 10 to 20 
mills results from reducing the driver cost by 501, which 
could be accomplished by operating two reactors from one 
driver. As a worst case example, if the costs are $1 bil
lion higher than estimated here, pover rates vould be 25 to 
30 mills higher. 

In Pigs. 8 through 10, the cost curve for the heavy ion ac-
celerator, Eg. 11, without the "rep rate" function, has been 
used to calculate the cost of pover using drive~ efficien
cies of 3J, 6% and 12~. Each figure has the high-, nomi
nal-, and low-gain curve case plotted. Rates for the lover 
efficiency drivers, are not only substantially higher, bat 
also show a very strong dependence on pellet gain. For ex
ample, the difference in electricity cost for a 12~ driver 
and a 25~ driver, at 3MJ, is only about 3•ills, while the 
difference between a 12~ driver and a 61 driver, also at 
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3MJ}E{:~ about 9mills. Finally in Fig.11, the 6" efficiency 
case has been plotted for the •odular cost function, Eq. 12. 

5. 

Power costs for 
current dollars) 
Rossin and Rieck 
here in Table 1. 

COMPARISON OF POWER COSTS 

new generating plants, (i.e., built vith 
are given for the Jorthern Illinois area by 
(Rossin (1978]). Their data is reproduced 

TABlE 1 

Bus-bar costs for future plants in 1977 dollars 

Nuclear Oil Coal• 

Fixed return (R=20%, Cf=60~) 
Operation and Maintenance 
Fuel (includes coal inventory) 

Totals 

(mills/kWh) 
26 15 24 

2 1 3 
1 30** 16 

35 46 43 

• The difference between high and low sulfur coal, with 
scrubbers, is only 1 mill.. The high sulfur case is quoted 
above. 
•• The reference gives 26 mills for oil without scrubbers, 
but quotes actual experience for 1977, with "mostly im
ported" oil at 29.6mills/kWh. 

For direct comparison with the results found above for ICF, 
the data from Table 1 are adjusted to B = 151, Cf = 65~, and 
escalated for two years at 10%. The results are shown in 
Table 2. The continuation of this table shows the cost, and 
cost increm~nts for varioQs assumptions, for different ICF 
parameters. The increments are found by co•parison with the 
1MJ heavy ion case, which is the lowest cost ICF system 
found. The examples are all for the JMJ driver case, which 
has been commonly used in other studies, and which is near 
the practical minimum for the modular example with 6" driver 
conversion efficiency. 
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TABLE 2 

Bus-bar costs for future plants in 1979 dollars 

Nuclear (R=15S, Cf=651) 
Coal (R=15S, Cf=65S) 
ICF (1KJ heavy ion driver) 

ICF options ~ith heavy ion drivers 
a) 3KJ heavy ion driver as estiaated 
b) If total is S1B higher than estimated 
c) If driver cost is half of LBL estimate 
d) Same as a) with low-gain targets 
e) Saae as a) with high-gain targets 

ICP options with modular drivers 
f) 3KJ aodular driver as estimated 
g) If total is $1B higher than estiaated 
h) If driver cost is half the given estiaate 
i) Same as f) with low-gain targets 
j) Same as f) with high-gain targets 

aills/kih 
33 
44 
49 

increaent 
53 +4 
76 +27 
40 -9 
55 +6 
50 +1 

83 +34 
111 +62 

59 +10 
118 +69 

10 +21 

Note tnat the driver costs can be reduced by a factor of two 
either by substantial technical improvements resulting froa 
the R & D program, or by operating two reactors, alter
nately, from one driver. The LVB costs referenced for this 
study are all for dual reactor stations. Therefore, for 
comparison, dual reactors must ~ assuaed in this study. 
Although all driver costs have be~ given for one driver per 
reactor, except for the high cepetition rate system, the 
heavy ion drivers should have no trouble serving two reac
tors. 

The effects of escalation, which have been omitted fro• the 
above calculations, have two rather opposite implications. 
The first is that any new power plant, built vith inflated 
costs, will raise the cost of power to all consumers who get 
any share of their power from that plant. This tends_to in
hibit new construction to provide facilities beyond immedi
ately demonstrable need. 

The second effect is that fuel costs generally escalate 
faster than general inflation, for about the saae reasons as 
given above. That is, new fuel producing facilities are 
needed, and the cost of these raises fuel costs for all cus
tomers. This has the effect of making fuel intensive plants 
progressively less economic, and acts to proaote construc
tion of never, more capital intensive plants. This implica
tion of inflation eventually vill make up for a small, pres
ently perceived, difference between ICP power and coal, as 
it has already allowed fission to bypass fossil fuels for 
economy. It is probably not a significant effect if the 
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cost differences are large, but if coal continues to 
escalate 31 faster than general inflation, fifteen years 
from nov the above calculations would shov coal power as ez
pensive as fusion for all except the pessimistic cases vith 
increments greater than 20 aills/kWh. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The question posed at the .beginning of this paper, "is ICF 
power affordable?" can nov be answered. If the cost esti
mates ~iven here are not much too low, ICF power from a 
heavy-ion accelerator syste• sh~uld cost between 5 and 10 
mills more than power from a ·new coal plant. One would ez
pect this difference to shrink with tiae as coal prices rise 
faster than general inflation. Furthermore, this differ
ence, which is largely independent of a vide range of as
sumptions, is less than the difference between the power 
costs from new coal and new LWR plants. Since it is not an 
insurmountable deterrent for new coal plants, it should not 
be insurmountable for ICF. 

On the other hand, power from a driver in the 31 to 61 range 
costs at least 25 mills more than power from a nev coal 
plant, and only comes close to th~ lover end of this range 
if one makes optimistic assumptionS about pellet gain. One 
exception to both of the above statements is if the driver 
cost is cut in half. Then, if all the other assumptions 
work out, the heavy ion driven system could actually produce 
power for less than the cost of coal p·roduced power. An
other exception would be for an entirely different mathemat
ical model to apply. This would occur if,. for example, fis
sion-fusion hybrid systems are considered; a task well 
beyond the ~cope of this paper. 

If the heavy-ion accelerator drivers are feasible, and can 
be built f?r costs similar to the estimates, then a large 
fraction of the uncertainties about ICF power will have been 
answered. A three to four year R & D effort has.been recoa
menied by accelerator proponents to answer the cost ~nd fea
sibility questions before defining the technical approaches 
to be used. Many innovative ideas have been suggested, and· 
these should be explored before a commitment is made to a 
large project that would free2e the technology. However, if 
it is in the national interest to build a megajoule range 
driver within the next six to eight years, the existing 
technology comld be adapted to a fast program. Such a pro
gram would be a higher risk effort, but it would retain the 
advantages of high efficiency, rep-rateable, reliable driv
ers, which base their technology on the generations of large 
accelerators built for high energy physics research. 
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Laser proponents have urged a strong B & D effort on a new 
family of short wavelength gas lasers. Both considerable 
cost reduction and higher efficiency are needed to aake the 
laser driven ICF power system co•petetive with other fuels. 
However, lasers also offer an important alternative to the 
accelerator approa~h, which is neither easy nor 1001 as
sured. 

Finally, for the economic reasons given here, the biggest 
uncertainties are in the cost of the pellets and in ·the cost 
and technology of the reactors. R & D in these two areas, 
for which no cost estimates are available at all, are ur
gently neeqed to proceed to ICF power. 
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FIGURE 1: ENERGY FLOW IN AN ICF SYSTEM 
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Figure 2: Pellet Gain Functions 
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Pig~re 3: Pulse Repetition Bate for a Ho•inal 1 GVe Pover 
Plant 
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Figure 4: Capital Charge Rates for DriYer Efficiencies of 
31, 61, 121, and 251 
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Figure 5: Capital Charge Bates for 61 and 251 Drivers for 
the High- and Lov-Gain Functions 
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Figure 6: Total ICF System Capital Cost for HIP Driver, 
ftodular Driver, and "Half-price" !odular Driver 
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Figure 7: Cost of Electric Power with 251 Efficient Driver 
for Lov-, Nominal-, and High-Gain Pellets 
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Fig11re 8: Cost of Electric Power with 12~ Efficient Driver 
for Low-, Ho•inal-, and High-Gain Pellets 
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Piqure 9: Cost of Electric Power vith 61 Efficie~t DriYer 
for Lov-, Nominal-, and Hiqh-Gain Pellets 
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Piqure 10: Cost of Electric Power vith 31 Efficient Driver 
for Lov-, Nominal-, and High-Gain Pellets 
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Figure 11: Cost of Electric Power with 61 Efficient "odular 
Driver for Low-, Noainal-, and High-Gain Pellets 
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